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Abstract
It is commonly held in current computer software systems that inspiration from biological
entities was entirely used as inspiration of biological entities structures, emulation of their
motions and reflection of their behaviors. In fact, the literatures have investigated many
biological entities as a base of biological inspiration such as ants, swarms, genetics, bees,
endocrine systems, and many others.
However the genetics were and still the first biological inspiration, while the extensive
methodologies appeared in role of mapping the real genetics into an artificial ones, but these
mapping methods are still limited to reflect what happened in real genetics on the real life. This
limitation is due to lacking of general framework and proper methodology for such mapping.
In this thesis, we develop a kernel model that integrates the three axes of the space of the
software bio-inspired systems, where these axes are Phylogeny, Ontogeny, and Epigeny, i.e. the
(POE) model.
We present a rebuttal of the main arguments against POE axes integration and show that they can
be herein within a genome kernel to present a novel and new artificial genome model which is
presented and illustrated visually by using UML diagrams along with new software modeling
methodology.
We also present an example of applying the proposed model to resolving common problem that
happens in Operating Systems. The results show new general framework of bio-inspired
software systems and new software modeling methodology. The results also show some
discussions about this model, evaluations, implementations issues, related frameworks,
conclusions and future perspectives.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

2

Bio-inspired systems is about using natural and biological entities structures, functions, and
behaviors not only for designing and developing software systems that benefit from biological
characteristics, but combining these characteristics and integrating them together into one
general model to allow this model to be used as a general template for designing and producing
software systems that have complex, and multiple bio-inspired characteristics.
This is especially important when the functions to be performed by the software system are too
complicated to be described by one biological aspect, especially when the software must evolve,
grow during its life cycle achieving some capabilities as learning new subjects by interaction
with the environment and developing new immunology techniques to defend itself again a threat
may attack this software during its functioning inside a specific environment.
Software bio-inspired systems have been inspired and developed during many years ago to be
used in many domains as medical applications, real time applications, network applications,
security applications, simulation applications, decision making applications, and many others.
Software bio-inspired systems are usable in a vast area of applications as mentioned above. This
biological inspiration allows the software systems to improve themselves in dynamic
environments where the software system may adapt itself, may change its state, and may force to
perform new actions and drop others.
All the software systems information of self modifications and adaptations can be stored on
genes, where these genes perform the basic biological entities of inspiration where in all
functions, structures, and behaviors of the software bio-inspired system are stored.
There are many software bio-inspired systems that are based on genetics, in the field of
artificial evolution (I. Harvey, 2001) involving evolutionary algorithms, (M. Oltean, 2005) or
evolutionary computations (P. J. Bentley et al, 2001) which include genetic algorithms (D.
Whitley, 2001), evolutionary programming (C. Lee, and X. Fellow, 2004), and genetic
programming( E. K. Burke et al, 2004), where in concepts like genome, genetic code,
generation, crossover, and mutation are used.
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In the field of artificial inheritance the concepts of embryonic class and genetic code are used
(D. Dori and E. tatcher, 1994), and the concepts of species, variation, and genetic program are
used (D. Meslati and S. Ghoul, 1997). While in the field of bio-inspired hardware systems,
(M. Hinchey et al, 2008), ( L. Kang et al, 2007), ( A. J. Ijspeert et al, 2006), the components of
the model Phylogeny, Ontogeny, and Epigenesis (POE) (M. Sipper et al, 2003 ) are used.
Study Problem
The problem is that while there are many models based on genetics to design and to produce
software systems that are inspired from genetics, there is no general model or framework to
gather all these models together as well as lacking of proper methodology for that generalization.
The actual modeling techniques can not reflect the real or part of the real mapping of genetics
into an artificial one, however, many efforts are endeavored in this field but this mapping still
limited, dividing the space of bio-inspired software systems into three axes, the POE axes may
provide us with a new opportunity to integrate these three axes into one general model where the
artificial genome is the core or the kernel of that general model, while till now this integration is
not achieved yet.
In work (S. Ghoul, 2010), the author presented a general outlines of the artificial genome
declaring some genetics concepts as chromosomes, genes, alleles, genotype, phenotype and
peristase, etc.., however the author introduced his point of view about the artificial genome
model, but he did not introduce it in more detailed and sophisticated manner.
Research Objectives
The following research objectives will guide the study and literature review:
1. Investigating the actual modeling techniques and showing their weaknesses in field of
software evolution, development, and learning.
2. Proposing general framework for integrating POE axes within an artificial genome
model.
3. Introducing the proposed artificial genome visually by using UML diagrams.
4. Proposing a new methodology for modeling bio-inspired software systems.
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5. Discussing the proposed artificial genome model by presenting a case study to show how
this model can be applied, introducing an evaluation, implementations, and future
enhancement for this model.
Rational of the Study
In this study, the biological terms as genes, organ, species, etc.., are used, so as to make this
study more appropriate for computer software systems, however, we will use object oriented
terminology to illustrate the new model.
The scope of this thesis is software modeling as an important part of software production, for this
reason, we can consider our work as an enhancement, generalization, and integration of
modeling techniques that are used to model and design the software systems that are inspired
from nature and biology especially those that used the genes, and genetic science as a base for
their biological inspiration.
In order to present the structure of the proposed artificial genome model we will present each
element of the model as a UML class and the whole artificial genome model will be presented as
a class diagram with the relations among its classes.
To reflect the behavior of the artificial genome model, we will use the UML state diagram to
present the states in which the model changes itself on them.
Significance of the Study
The study will be infinitely important to present more general view of the of bio-inspired
software systems, by suggesting new general frame work that integrates the POE axes within it.
Proposing new methodology for modeling bio-inspired software systems along with actual
modeling methodologies that are used nowadays such as object oriented, and aspect oriented
methodologies. This new methodology can be approved and enhanced as a future work.
In the chapter two, we will give a short survey over the actual modeling methodologies and
illustrating their strengths and weaknesses.
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After that, in chapter three; we will introduce the proposed Artificial Genome model with an
artificial genome modeling methodology, in chapter four; we will present its implementation
issues, evaluation, conclusion and future works.
Related Works
Integrating the (POE) axes into one model has not been used yet, some researchers used only the
(PO) axes like (Lidia et al, 2007), in their research they have divided all the nature-related
computing disciplines (e.g. genetic algorithms, genetic programming, cell computing, neural
networks,…etc) into these two axes. While the (Tyrrell, A., et al,2003) integrates the three model
of (POE) in computer hard project concerning hardware evolution, so their projects called
POEtic project, as the aim of this project is giving the computer hardware the ability to generate
more digital circuits to be used for the additional computing task, In the POEtic project the
genetic material specifying the functionality of the circuit that stored in the genotype layer (all
possible functions), the rules and mechanisms of gene expression that map the genotype into a
phenotype are stored and executed in the configuration layer, and the resulting function
performed by each cell is implemented and executed in the phenotype layer. The POEtic project
depends on direct mapping between genotype-to-phenotype depending on what is the kind of the
circuits required and its function.
Direct mapping from genotype to phenotype, does not reflect the real operations inside natural
genome, so in our proposed artificial genome, we tried to map the interactions, behaviors, and
functions of natural genome into our proposed artificial one. Sure, we can not make mapping for
the real genome into an artificial one because the nature is very complicated for any person to
understand it.!
However the works (S .Ghoul, 2010) presents a general philosophy for our genome model,
which we have detailed by presenting its composed structure elements, functions, and its design
methodology with UML.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

7

2.1Overview
The concept of software modeling has become important in computer science. There are many
usages of the term of software modeling in many disciplines of computer science, especially
those concerned in software life cycle and software engineering techniques. Software modeling
is the art of abstraction of software-development progress to increase communication, to enhance
planning, to minimize risk and cost (B.Gruschko et al, 2007), (A.Cicchetti et al, 2008). While
other researchers considered that the code of software must speak itself, which means that the
code itself is a model, (J.Bezivin and Jouault, F., 2006), (L.Yamamoto, 2007).
The key characteristics of software modeling are widely understood to improve the
understandability of the system, to ease system evaluation and maintenance, to increase
decomposition and modularization, while most important characteristic is giving more abstract
view for the system to be understood easily.

In this context, software modeling in fact has begun to appear since 1960`s and has developed
since 60`s up today improving the software life cycles ( Hosier, 1961), ( Royce, 1970), (Boehm,
1976), ( Scacchi, 1984), (Somerville, 1999), ( Meyers, B, and Vangheluwe H., 2009), ( Meyers.
B, and Vangheluwe. H, 2011). And these modeling techniques differentiated from waterfall,
spiral, to iterative techniques. Due to the huge change of complexity of software production and
change of the nature of software where many major changes that happened to software like
(evolution, self-learning, self-immunology, and self-adaptation) and many other behaviors
inspired from nature.

For those reasons, it was necessary for rising methodologies of software modeling, which
begins with object-oriented modeling (OOM) to pass over an aspect oriented modeling
(AOM), and to the most-recent methodologies based on inspiration from biology.
All or most used modeling techniques are created to solve the increasing of software
complexity, to changing in the nature of software products, and to present more general
modeling techniques that may model and handle all types of software product.
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In order to model an artificial genome, we will present some significant actual modeling
techniques: Object-Oriented technique, Aspect-Oriented technique, and bio-inspired technique.
2.1Object-Oriented Modeling (OOM)

This approach is used to model the system as a group of interacting objects. Each object
represents some entity of interest in the system being modeled, and being characterized by its
class, its state (data elements), and its actions. Various models created to show the static
structure, dynamic actions, and run-time deployment of these collaborating objects ( Grady
Booch, 2007).
An object-oriented system is composed of objects. The action of the system results from those
objects` Collaborations( Fritz son et al, 2011), ( Gianni Ferretti and Francesco Casella, 2010).
With this technique, a computer system has been developed on a component basis which enables
the reuse of existing components and facilitates the sharing of its components by other systems
(Gianni Ferretti and Francesco Casella, 2011). By the following of the OOM, higher
productivity, lower maintenance cost and better quality can be achieved.

In fact, there are many object-oriented methodologies' schools as ( Coad and Yourdon Method,
1991), (J.Rumbaugh et al,1991), (G.Booch,1994), ( Sally Shlaer and Stephen J. Mellor, 1988),
( James Martin and james J.Odell, 1992), (I.Jacobson,1993), (D. Coleman, 1994), (Grady
Booch,2007), ( Pefkaros, Kenneth,2008), (Shahar Maoz et al, 2011).
These schools are the most famous and the founders of OOM but with some differences among
them. However, to apply notations that can be used as a standard for all OOM`s, a graphical
notation language that calls (Unified Modeling Language), (UML) has been approved by (Object
Management Group), (OMG). Last version of UML has appeared and (UML 2.4, 2011), while
other modeling languages were introduced by (OMG) as (Action Language for Foundational
UML (ALF), 2010), (Object Constraints Language (OCL), 2010).
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The benefits of OOM such as improving productivity, delivering high-quality system, reducing
the maintenance cost, allowing and

facilitating the software reuse, etc., are largely recognized.

OOM depends on some aspects used in life. These aspects are polymorphism, encapsulation,
inheritance and abstraction. So these characteristics of OOM to emulate the life behaviors in
classification, representation the entities, and solving the problems were used, but this inspiration
from life in OOM has its drawbacks where as these aspects still inefficient, weak, and not
capable to reach the perfection of life`s behaviors. In fact, the information distinguishing an
object from another is actually limited to some elementary characteristics (an identifier, an
elementary descriptor, etc.) revealing fewer semantics. Effectively, this information does not
show what really the object is. Person’s identity card, for example, gives a little description of
the person’s external aspects but does not give his reality: from where did he come (precise
origin setting up his expected physical and psychic characteristics)!, or what is he actually
(actual physical and psychic characteristics)!, and what he will probably be (probable evolution
of his physical and psychic characteristics, hereditary predisposition, etc.)!.
The OOM approach sounds great in order to model software systems that are based on classes
and objects, even OOM is inspired form actual life as a modeling technique and uses some
characteristics of our daily life as polymorphism whose meaning appears in multiple faces for
the same entity depending on the situation, as well as inheritance which depends on heredity of
characteristics from ascendants to descendents, but OOM does not reflect the real inheritance
operation as it happens in real life, where a subclass in OOM must inherit all operations of the
superclass where this operation in real life is

not true, so one child

may inherit some

characteristics from its parents and the other child may inherit other characteristics, while there
are selectivity in inheritance procedure in real life which can not be achieved in OOM.
The object in OOM belongs to a specific class, so during the life time of that object inside an
environment, the object still belongs to that class where the object is created, but in real life this
operation is not true, as the student belongs to the students class in some period of time but after
graduating the same student may belong to employee class which means the same person losing
the students` class characteristics and acquiring the employees` class characteristics. This real
life behavior can be achieved by OOM. While other important real life aspects which can not be
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achieved by OOM make him growing, learning from environment, and defending itself against
the threats, so in OOM all operations which will be added or acquired by the object are defined
by its class and any changes on these operation must be addressed in the class level. In other
words, the object in OOM can not make any changes to itself without applying these changes to
its class, where as this aspect is not real in our life.
From the above, OOM has weaknesses in reflecting the real life behaviors to the software
modeling, especially, in term of software evolution, growing, learning, and immunology.

2.3Aspect-Oriented Modeling (AOM)

Aspect-orientation is introduced to overcome some problems with object-oriented techniques
(A.Hovssepyan et al, 2010). At beginning, let us define the aspect-oriented methodology, AOM
is Aspect-Oriented software development technique with an emphasis on the separation of
concern's principle (R. Chitchyan and I. Sommerville, 2004). AOM takes the next step, after
OOM, in developing well modularized software, by separating the crosscutting concerns. A
significant part of work in (AOM) focuses on software evolution support as well as dynamic
change due to run-time weaving of aspects (Johan Brichau et al, 2008). AOM provides new
mechanisms, such as join points, point cuts and advice, which can be used to facilitate dynamic
changes (A.Hovssepyan et al, 2010).

In addition, from a reuse perspective, modules that contain code relating to many concerns are
likely to be less generally useful in different situations. The phenomenon where multiple
concerns intermixed in the code is known as tangling. Of course, good use of design patterns will
help in many situations, but the repetition and concern-mixing phenomena will appear even in
cases that the design patterns are used to simplify the software design complexity ( Yacoub S.
and Ammar H, 2004). AOM can overcome the problems caused by code tangling and code
scattering, by adding newer functionality to the software model and by creating new aspects.
AOM appeared to overcome some shortcoming of OOM especially those related to code
scattering, code tangling, and cross-cutting concerns, AOM still suffering from maintenance and
debugging problems.
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AOM has the same important insufficiencies of OOM in modeling the real life aspects to create
software systems that evolve, grow, learn, and immune themselves.

2.4 Bio-Inspired Modeling (BIM)

In fact, using different biological concepts to be applied in multiple computer science disciplines
is very old, where as the goal was and still is to reach and emulate the biological behaviors. The
beginning was by applying the genetic concept as a new trend in programming depending on
evolutionary-based algorithm methodology (Holland, 1975).Concepts as chromosomes,
mutation, crossover,

population,

and natural selection are the main core of genetic

programming (GP), (Fogel and David, 2006), (A.Moraglio et al, 2009), (A.Moraglio et al, 2010).
To illustrate the bio-inspired systems that are based on genetics, we will give a small
introduction about the genetics science, after that we will determine the actual bio-inspired
modeling techniques through dividing the space of the bio-inspired systems into three axes
where each axe has its common bio-inspired system modeling technique as will we see later.
Genetics concepts
The genetics is the science of the heredity and variation. The heredity is a process which allows
the transmission of physical and psychic characteristics from ascendants to descendants. Genes
are the essence of heredity. Every human being has thousands of genes, which are made up of
DNA and chromosomes building blocks of life. We distinguish the grain heredity and the
environment heredity. The first corresponds to the biological transmission of characteristics,
called genotype, that are specific to species.
Genotype is the internally coded, inheritable information carried by all living organisms. This
stored information is used as a blueprint or set of instructions for building and maintaining a
living creature. These instructions are found within almost all cells (the internal part), they are
written in a coded language (the genetic code), they are copied at the time of cell division or
reproduction and are passed from one generation to the next (inheritable). These instructions
are intimately involved with all aspects of the life of a cell or an organism. The second
corresponds to non-biological transmission of characteristics, called peristase, that are more
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imprecise and result from the environment, in which lives the entities, The genotype and
peristase of an entity define its phenotype, where the phenotype is the physical manifestation of
the organism. These are the physical parts, the sum of the atoms, molecules, macromolecules,
cells, structures, metabolism, energy utilization, tissues, organs, reflexes and behaviors;
anything that is part of the observable structure, function or behavior of a living organism. The
variation is the existence of hereditary or non-hereditary differences that are among individuals
or groups of individuals. These variations are due to genetic differences.
Figure (2-1), shows the relationship between the genotype and phenotype, where this relation
can be defined as:

Figure (2-1): Relations between Genotype and Phenotype

Genotype, carried by all living organisms, holds the critical instructions that are used and
interpreted by the cellular machinery of the cells to produce the physical manifestation,
or Phenotype of the organism.
The genetics as a science studies the transmission of biological characteristics and discusses its
rules and mechanisms. Through heredity, living things inherit traits from their parents. Traits
are physical characteristics. We resemble our parents because we inherited our hair and skin
color, nose shape, height, and other traits from them.
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Cells (figure (2-2)) are the basic unit of structure and function of all living things. Tiny
biochemical structures inside each cell called genes carry traits from one generation to the next.
Genes are made of a chemical called DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). Genes are bond together to
form long chains of DNA in structures known as chromosomes. Genes are like blueprints for
building a house, except that they carry the plans for building cells, tissues, organs, and bodies.
They have the instructions for making the thousands of chemical building blocks in the body.
These building blocks are called proteins. Proteins are made of smaller units called amino
acids. Differences in genes called (Alleles) cause the building of different amino acids and
proteins. These differences cause individuals to have different traits such as hair color or blood
types.
A gene gives only the potential for the development of a trait. How this potential is achieved
depends partly on the interaction of the gene with other genes. But it also depends partly on the
environment. For example, a person may have a genetic tendency toward being overweight.
But the person's actual weight will depend on such environmental factors as how and what
kinds of food the person eats and how much exercise that person does.

Figure (2-2): Relations between Cells, Chromosomes, DNA, and Genes
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In bio-inspired software systems the development of a phenotype (Object, multiple objects, or
complete software systems) from its Genotype (the basic information about that object, its
functions, its behaviors, etc..) is still at its beginning. Because it must attempt to understand how
the genes or any other genetic information element (Genotype) coordinate and harmonize the
development and the differentiation of (Phenotype). It is obvious that a phenotype depends on its
specific genotype and on its development environment, due to the literature (Cuntz et al,
2008),(Larson.P, 2008),(Shoghuchi et al, 2009), this goal is not achieved properly till now,
because there are a huge variety of models and techniques trying to developing software systems
(phenotypes) from their related genetic data (genotypes). Here in this thesis the main goal for us
is unifying these different models and techniques into one general model to simplify the
modeling and designing the bio-inspired software systems.
POE axes
In order to determine the actual Bio-Inspired modeling Systems, the space of bio-inspired
systems can be partitioned along these three axes: Phylogeny, Ontogeny, and Epigenesis . It is
referred to this as the POE model (figure (2-3)), from which the following definitions are
adopted.

Phylogeny (P)

Ontogeny (O)

Epigenesis (E)
Figure (2-3): The POE Model. Partitioning the space of bioinspired systems along three axes: Phylogeny, Ontogeny, and
epigenesis
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Phylogeny. This axe concerns evolution of species (the software). In this category there
are many models that are based on evolution as, evolutionary programming(Eiben ans
Smith, 2003), evolutionary algorithms (Koza et al, 2003), evolutionary strategies(Jens
Jagerskupper, 2006), artificial evolution (I. Harvey, 2001), and many others.



Ontogeny. This axis involves the growth or construction of a phenotype (object, multiple
objects, or the complete system) from its own genotype (its genetic material). In this
category there are many modeling systems as cellular automata (Emmanuel Sapin et al,
2007), membrane computing( Gheorge Paun, 2007), amorphous computing (H. Abelson
et al, (2008), and many others.



Epigenesis. This axis involves the interaction of the phenotype with the environment. In
biology this interaction is ensured via the nervous system, the immune system, and the
endocrine system. This axe concerns learning new subjects and developing new
immunology techniques. In this category many models have appeared as artificial neural
networks (G. Daniel,2007), artificial immunology systems(John Timmis, 2008), and
many others.

As we noticed the POE axes include the bio-inspired modeling and methodologies techniques
that used nowadays to develop the bio-inspired software system.
From the genetics point of view, we observe that the evolutionary computation technique that
automatically solves problems without requiring the user to know or specify the form or structure
of the solution in advance. Genetic programming is a systematic, domain-independent method to
solve problems automatically starting from a high-level statement of what is required (Koza et al,
2003). Genes are the first biological inspiration used in extensive mode in both software system
programming and modeling, evolutionary computation used genes or genetic information in an
iterative process to apply growth and development of optimized solution (species) for complex
problem while there are many other techniques such as, genetic algorithm (GA) (Koza et al,
2003), evolutionary programming (EP) (Eiben and smith, 2003), evolutionary strategy (ES)
(Jens Jagerskupper, 2006), and learnable evolution model (LEM) (Wjtusiak, 2006).
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On one hand, as we noticed above, the genes were and still the main inspiration, so more genesrelated concepts appeared in bio-inspired methodologies as embryonic, artificial inheritance,
variations, phylogeny, ontogeny, epigenesis, genome, genotype, and phenotype. All these
concepts used and applied on new generation of artificial life (AL) ( A. Eldridge, 2009), which
are defined as applying and mapping the processing, evolution, and behavior of life entities into
computer system(Takaya Arita, 2009). In the other hand, AL studies the logic of living systems
in an artificial environment, where there are two types of AL, soft-life for software, and hard-life
for hardware (Takaya Arita, 2009).
Several works on building bio-inspired systems based on the genome have been introduced by
(J .Meslati and Ghoul, 2005), (J. Meslati et al 2004), (S.Ghoul, 2010), but still incomplete and do
not reflect all aspects of (Genome) as a basis of bio-inspired system modeling, and they did not
introduce general frame-work of bio-inspired system modeling POE Model used in modeling
bio-inspired hardware ( hard-life) (M.Sipper et al,2003), so the POE model was not used as a
complete model on the bio-inspired software model. Phylogeny and Ontogeny (PO) were used as
a software models (Lidia et al, 2007).
However, using genes as a basis for building new emergent bio-inspired systems sounds
promising but the main challenging problems are:


There are many types of bio-inspired genes basic systems using genetic
information to provide suitable solutions for specific problems.



Using one or two characteristics of genes to solve a problem discarding other
genes` characteristics (e.g. mutation, crossover) used in evolutionary computation.



Lacking of universal platform or model of bio-inspired systems based on genes.



Lacking of general bio-inspired methodology to model all real or greater part of
aspects of genes from collecting genetic data until producing the solution
required.

In conclusion, genes were and still the basic biological inspiration used in many models starting
from genetic algorithms(Holland, 1975) ending to DNA computing (Lewin .D, 2002), (Kahn .M
et al, 2008). So the main pitfall is that no existing general methodology appeared. Until now,
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none existing, approved and agreed modeling language standard for bio-inspired methodology as
a future trend like UML as a standard general modeling language for OOM been introduced and
approved by Object Management Group. This thesis will introduce a first general model for BIM
detailing and formalizing the model presented as outlined by (S.Ghoul, 2010).
Work (S.Ghoul,2010), can be the philosophy background of our new detailed artificial genome
model that will be presented and evaluated in next chapters.
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CHAPTER THREE
AN ARTIFICIAL GENOME MODEL
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In the nature, each biological entity is defined by its temporal trajectory: it comes up by some
initial events, completes its growth through some steps defining its life cycle, and goes away at
the end. This trajectory is produced and controlled by genetic information according to the
varying environment influence. So, the genetic information is supported by meta processes
having the environment influence as parameters. This influence is mainly based on learning
including culture, experiences, etc, all these processes are part of the genome. In the paper ―Bioinspired systems: An Integrated Model‖ by (S.Ghoul,2010), the author referred to the main
points of the integrated model by suggesting a model that integrates the POE three axes and the
author suggested that the artificial genome can be the core of that model, however, the author
did not define the bio-inspired modeling techniques that are partitioned in POE space, the author
as well did not present a clear view of the internal components of the artificial genome as well as
its structures, relations, and behaviors, so we can conclude that the proposed artificial genome of
(S.Ghoul,2010) is incomplete, and abstract. As a complement and improvement to the work (S.
Ghoul, 2010) we will present the artificial genome in more detailed, and sophisticated manner. In
the following we propose an artificial genome model, kernel of bio-inspired systems, along with
its functions and behaviors.

3.1 Artificial Genome Elements
The genetic patrimony, genome, of a species includes the definition of all of its possible
characteristics (organic, functional, and behavioral) along with the information controlling their
coherence.
Each characteristic might be developed in alternative ways (figure 3-1). Each way constitutes a
version of this characteristic (figure 3-2), (S.Ghoul,2010).So, a characteristic is defined by an
allele of genes; each one is responsible for the development of a version. The physical
development and phenotype of organisms can be thought of as a product of genes interacting
with each other and with the environment .
Peristase Genotype

Genome Chromosome
Gene
Gene

Phenotypes
(a)

(b)

Alleles
(c)
gene1 ... geneN
(d)

Figure.
1. Elements
of the Genome
Figure (3-1):
Elements
of Genome
(S.Ghoul,2010)
(
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...
...

...
...

Control gene
Developed by

Characteristic
Gene allele (version)

Figure(3-2):
2. Genome
Versions
Figure
Abstractmodel.
Genome
modelofby (S.Ghoul,2010)
characteristics
The elements of the genome are all components which develop, manage, and control all
operations inside the genome beginning from evolution of the species, during species growth and
its communication with environment till death. So these elements are represented inside the
genome which can interact, and collaborate together to produce final entities which are the
phenotypes (physical entities), figure (3-3) shows the general architecture of the Artificial
Genome integrated with POE three axes:
(Phylogenesis
genes+Ontogenesis
genes+Epigenesis
genes)+(POE) control
genes
Organ +Organ Control
Genes

Species Architecutre
Genes+ Architcture
Control Genes

Species+ Species Control
Genes

Figure (3-3): General Artificial Genome Architecture

To model the genome, first, we will present the definition of genome elements using textual
notations, and then we will convert this definition into visual notation using UML notations.
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Second, we will introduce the behavior of the genome, and finally, we will support our model
with a case study, and a genome design methodology.
3.2 UML Notations
Currently, there are no existing, complete, and approved modeling language to model the
dynamic, self-organized systems where each component of these systems evolves and changes
over the time.
Our proposed artificial genome is dynamic, and self-organized system which has the following
main properties:


Emergence. This property concerns arising global behavior of phenotype behavior
resulting from the interaction among the components of the system (genes and their
controls).



Adaptive. This property concerns genome self-modifying which means changing the
state of the elements into other states within different environments.



Evolution. The proposed artificial genome is an evolutionary system which is a result of
emergence and adaptation which construct the components (genetic materials) and the
behavior (functions and operations) that may appear or disappear when needed.

Because of the nature of our proposed artificial genome model, we will use the textual notations.
To visualize these notations we will use the approved and formalized modeling language used to
model the Object-Oriented systems this language is Unified Modeling Language (UML 2.0).
Using as well UML class diagram to illustrate the static view of the components of our system,
and using UML state diagram to illustrate the behavior of our proposed artificial genome see
(figure (3-4)).
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UML 2.0 Notations
Class

Notations shape

Notations description
-Class:
It is a blueprint or a definition of objects that share given
structural or behavioral characteristics.

- Attribute:
A typed value attached to each instance of a class.

-Operation:
A method or function that can be performed by instances of a
class.

visibility

-Positive sign(+):
Denotes that the access can be performed from out of the
class or package (public).

-Negative sign(-):
Denotes that the access can be performed only inside of the
class (private).

-protected (#):
Denotes that the access can be performed by the class and by
all its children (subclasses).

Generalization

Composition

-Generalization:
Or inheritance is an "is a" relationship. It refers to a
relationship between two classes where one class is a
specialized version of another.

-Composition:
Is a special type of aggregation that denotes strong ownership
between Class A, the whole, and Class B, as its part.

-Dependency:
The definition or implementation of the dependent classifier
might change if the classifier at the arrowhead end is changed

Dependency

Association

-Association:
Association represents static relationships between classes,
and the name of the association is put above the line.
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State diagram:
1. State

state

-State:
Represents the situations during the life time of an object.

2. Transition

Event/ Action

-Transition:
A solid arrow represents the path between different
states of an object.

3. Initial state

-Initial state:
A filled circle followed by an arrow represents the
Object`s Initial state.

4. Final state
-Final

state:

An arrow pointing to filled circle nested with another
circle represents the final state of the object.

5. Composite state

-Composite state:
It is a state that has regions where these regions
have other substates which can operate in
concurrent fashion.

-Synchronization and Splitting:

6. Synchronization
and splitting

Interface

Used to perform two or more activity concurrently and
must be completed before reaching next state.

<< Interface>>

-interface: It is a class that have empty methods which can
Implemented from other classes, which means one
class can implement multiple interfaces .

Figure (3-4): UML Used Notations
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3.3 An Artificial Genome Class Diagram
We start by presenting the general artificial genome model by its class diagram (figure (3-5)) and
step by step we define this general model.
GenomeGenes

GenomeControlGenes

SpeciesArchitectureControlGenes

SpeciesArchitectureGenes

OrgansGenes

PhylogenesisGenes

PhylogenesisControlGenes

interact

<< Interface>>
(POE)ControlGenes

OrganControlGenes

OntogenesisGenes

OntogenesisControlGenes

interact

EpigenesisGenes

EpigenesisControlGenes

Figure (3-5): Artificial Genome Class Diagram
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3.4 Genome Genes and Genome Control Genes
A genome of a species is composed by a set of different architectures (configurations). Each
architecture defines the characteristics of a kind of species entities. The genome of human
species is composed from two different architectures: male and female. This may be defined as
follows:
Genome

= {genomegenes I , I =1 N} U {genomecontro genes}

GenomeGenes
-speciesgenes [1..n]:Sgenes
+getArchitecture()
+selectArchitecture()
+……………….

Figure (3-6): Genome Genes Class

GenomeControlGenes
-speciescontrolgenes [1..n]: SCgenes
+areDominatArchitecture()
+areDefualtArchitecture()

Figure (3-7): Genome Control Class

In figure (3-6), genome architectural genes are genes grouping together with the genes defining
an architecture of the species and defining the role or the functions of the species by:
-

GetArchitecture(): to return the final and complete shape of the species.

-

SelectArchitecture () : to select the required species architecture to be composed and
generated.

While figure (3-7) shows the genome control class allowing the control of the selection of an
architecture.
GenomeControlGenes = {AreDefaultArchitectures genes}U{AreDominantArchitectures genes}
-

AreDefaultArchitecture : to determine the default architecture of the species.

-

AreDominantArchitecture : when the selection of two architectures can produce
conflicting choice.
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3.5 Species Architecture Genes and Species Architecture Control Genes
Species architecture genes have a list of organs which may be created and used to build the
whole architecture of a phenotype of the species.
Species Architecture Genes={Organ_List genes} U {Architecture Control Genes}

SpeciesArchitecture
- organlist [1…n]: Organs
+getOrgan(): organs
+selectGenotype()

Figure (3-8): Species Architecture class

Species ArchitectureControlGenes
-architecturecontrolgenes [1..n]: AGenes
+areImpliedInArchitecture(organlist):organ
+areDefualtinArchitecture():organ
+areExcludedFromArchitecture(organlist):organ

Figure (3-9): Species Control Genes Class

In figure (3-8), the species architecture class has a list of all organs that are implied in species
architecture:
-

GetOrgan(): is responsible in displaying all organs that composing the whole species
architecture.

-

SelectGenotype(): to select the related genetic material to create the genes regulatory
networks.

Figure (3-9), shows the species architecture control genes which are the genes allowing the
control of the appearing organs into a species by:
-

AreImpliedInArchitecure (): defines the organs that are parts of the species architecture.

-

AreDefualtInArchitecture (): defines the organs appearing in the species architecture,
which are selected by default.

-

AreExcludedFromArchitecture (): defines the organs which are excluded from species
architecture.
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3.6 Organ Genes and Organ Control Genes
The organ genes have references to Phylogenesis, Ontogenesis, and Epigenesis genes the POE
genes which have all necessary information about organs, such as description of an organ, its
functions, behaviors, mutation, learning , and growth limit , etc….
Organ genes={Phylogenesis genes , Ontogenesis gene , Epigenesis genes } U {Organ
Control Genes}

OrganControlGenes

OrganGenes
- phylogenesisgenes[1..n]:PHgenes
-ontogenesisgenes[1..n]:ONgenes
-epigensisgenes [1...n]:EPgenes
+getOrganBasicfunctions()
+getOrganSize()
+getOrganAge()
+developePhenotype()
+genomeEvolve()

Figure (3-10): Organ Genes Class

-organcontrolgenes [1..n]:OCgenes
+performSameFunctionOrgan (Organs):organs[1..n]
+controlOrganSize()
+controlOrganAge()
+controlOrganBasicFunctions()
+controlOrgansRelations()
+controlOrgansBehavior()
+………………….

Figure (3-11): Organ Control Genes Class

The organ genes class shown in figure (3-10) shows some operations used by organ objects
when created, while other operations can be created during the life time of the organ objects, so
the basic operations are:
-

GetOrganBasicFunctions( ): defines all basic functions for an organ ( e.g. Eye See,
Open, Close, Flush)

-

GetOrganSize (): manages the size of an organ.

-

GetOrganAge(): manages the age of an organ.

-

DevelopePhenotype(): initiates the construction of phenotype.

-

GenomeEvolve(): initiates the process of the genome evolution.

The organ control genes class as shown in figure (3-11) provides all controls over the structure
and functions of an organ by:
-

PerformSameFuntionOrgan () : defines if other organ performs the same function for
specific organ.
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-

ControlOrganSize(): controls the organ size.

-

ControlOrganAge(): controls the organ age.

-

SpecifyOrganBasicFunction( ): controls the basic function of each organ.

-

GetOrgansRelations(): controls the relation among organs.

-

GetOrganBehavior(): controls a specific organ behavior.

While other control genes may be appeared and be activated depending on appearing new
additions and modifications in organ`s structure and its functions.

3.7 Phylogenesis Genes and Phylogenesis Control Genes
Phylogenesis genes concerns genetic evolution of the species, by searching through the genetic
data space to choose the related data used to create the integrated aspects.
Phylogenesis genes={ coding_population genes, coding_function genes,slection_criteria
genes,……..} U {phylogenesis control genes}

PhylogenesisGenes
-codingpopulationgenes [1…n]:CPgenes
-codingfunctiongenes [1..n]:CFgenes
-selectioncreteriagenes [1..n]:SCgenes
+……………….
+ Select(CP_genes,CF_genes,SC_genes):CP_genes
+Recombine(): 𝐶𝑝_𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠
+Mutate():Boolean
+Replace (Select()): CP_genes
+Test(SP_genes,SC_genes):Boolean
+Iterate(SP_genes,Replace()):CP_genes
+…………………………..

Figure (3-12): Phylogenesis Genes Class

PhylogenesisControlGenes
-Phylogenesiscontrolgenes [1..n]:PCgenes

+AreRelatedtoSolution():Boolean
+SolutionSelected():Boolean
+SolutionState():Boolean

Figure (3-13): Phylogenesis Control Genes class

The phylogenesis class as shown in figure (3-12), has the genes involved in evolution process,
here the evolution process depends on genetic algorithm as basic evolution technique that uses
the set of genes (chromosomes ) to represent the possible solution population, then the genetic
algorithm creates a population of solutions and applies genetic operators such as mutation and
crossover, etc.., to evolve the solutions in order to find the best one(s).
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The phylogenesis genes currently using the genetic evolution (e.g. genetic algorithms) so
phylogenesis genes may have and add other evolution techniques if they exist.
The Phylogenesis genes components are described as following:
1. Coding population genes: They have all coded and non coded genes, they are 2 types:
-

Genetic coding information :to determine the [ genetic coding location,
genetic size] for the data which will be used in evolution
Non genetic coding information :( junk data)

2. Coding function genes: they have all the functions that operate over coding population
genes, so the functions are shown as following:
-

Select(): selects all possible genetic information available .
Recombine(): gathers genetic information together.
Mutate(): determines if there are changes in genetic information (good or
bad ).
Replace(): generates new genetic information .
Test(): checks if the selected genetic information is the onne required
depending on Selection criteria.
Iterate(): iterates over the genes that have coding genetic information.

3. Selection criteria genes: They include the genes that have all possible criteria to select the
genetic information.
Figure (3-13) shows Phylogenesis control genes that have all the control functions over the
evolution process:
-

AreRelatedtoSolution(): determines if the collected genetic materials have the
required solutions.
SolutionSelected( ): controls the searching process for required genetic data, if
the genetic data have the solution then the solution selected is set to True.
SolutionState (on()—off()): to determine if solution state is activated or not.
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3.8 Epigenesis Genes and Epigenesis Control Genes
Epigenesis genes concern learning and immunology, so the epigenesis genes achieve learning by
activating and deactivating the connections among these genes. Learning is based on genes local
information, also learning is the main process for epigenesis genes.
Epigenesis genes also achieve learning by applying the classification, so these genes have the
ability to classify information into classes depending on the observed attributes of that
information. Epigenesis genes may be considered as data self-adaptive genes which may adapt
them-self without out-side interfering.
In immunology side, the epigenesis genes immunity behavior is an innate construction which
means they have the capability of initiation and regulation of the immune response.
Epigenesis genes immunity behavior is standard behavior, during which the growth of the
organism dynamic immunity behavior is appearing, so this type of immunology is called
adaptive immunity which allows the organism to lunch an attack against any threat that the
innate system may not remove.
The adaptive immunity is evolved by the growth of the organism and during the learning of that
organism through its life cycle. Epigenesis genes can have any additional learning techniques as
neural networks and their types as Hopfield neural networks, Associative neural networks,…etc.
also epigenesis genes may be able to add any new learning techniques and decision making
techniques as fuzzy logic or any others as well as the capability of epigenesis genes to add any
new immunology techniques.
Epigenesis genes={ learning genes, immunity genes}U {epigenesis control genes}
Learning genes={subject_activation genes, subject_classification genes}
//Subject_activation genes: They have the pre-genetic learned subjects that are installed in
species within thier creation from its genetic evolution, the standard learning activities (e.g
eat,see,drink,…etc)
//Subject_classification genes:to classify the learning materials
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Immunity genes={innate_immunity genes,immunity_initiation

genes,immunity_regulation

genes}
Innate_immunity genes={ defense_mechanism_ genes}
Defense_mechanism genes={negative selection //to protect the body from self-reactions and
attack),clonal selection //to differentiate the normal cell from threatened cell, Adaptive
defense}
Immunity_initiation_genes={initiate

standard

defense(negative

selection

and

clonal

defense),initiate_dynamic_defense(adaptive defense)}
Immunity_regulation genes={creation_immunological memory}

EpigenesisGenes
-learninggenes [1….n]: LGenes
-immunity genes [1…n]:IGenes
+activateLearning():Boolean
+initiateNegativeDefense()
+initiateClonalDefense()
+initiateAdoptiveDefense()
+createImmunolgicalMemory():
+classifyLearningSubject(LGenes)
+storingLearnedData(Attacks Data)
+……………

Figure (3-14): Epigenesis Class

EpigenesisControlGenes
-Epigenesiscontrolgenes [1..n]: ECgenes

+lunchDefenseMechanism(Initiate_Negative_Defense
(),Initiate_Clonal_Defense(),Initiate_Adoptive_Defense())
+lunchImmunityResponse()
+isGood():boolean
+isBad(): Boolean
+learningLimit()

Figure (3-15): Epigenesis Control Genes Class

In figure (3-14), Epigenesis class contains the following components:
1. Learning genes: They have two types of genes:
-

Subject activation genes: which have the pre_installed subjects of learning (e.g. eat,
drink,….etc) .

-

Subject classifying genes: to classify the learning materials or to recognize what is bad
and what is good to be learned.

2. Immunity genes: They have all genes that play the role of the immunology and these genes
are:
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Innate immunity genes: These genes have references to defense_mechanism genes where
defense_mechanism genes have three types of defense:
-



Negative_selection: protects the body from self attack.
Clonal_selection: differentiates the normal cells From the threats cells .
Adaptive defense: initiates new learning defense style that may be learned
from Interaction with environment .

Immunity_intiation genes: They are the genes that initiate the Standard defense
mechanisms (negative selection, clonal selection) or Initiate (adaptive defense).



Immunity_regulation genes: They are the genes that are storing all Information about the
threats (threats Type, location, duration,….etc) ,to Create the immunological memory to
keep all attack history to be used and Retrieved for future defense action.

The epigenesis control genes class shown in figure (3-15), are genes that are controlling the
learning and immunity processes through life time of the species by controlling the limit of
learning, and differentiating among bad and good learning behaviors and also controlling
immunity defense mechanisms

by activating

the basic and

developing new

ones.

These genes controlling the immunology mechanisms by:
-

LunchDefenseMechanism(): initiates the suitable defense mechanisms for

out side

attacks.
-

LunchImmunityResponse() : responds immediately to any attack.

-

IsGood(): returns True if the new subject is good to be learned.

-

IsBad(): returns True if the new subject is bad to be learned.

-

LearnLimit(): determines the limit of learning capability of the species.

3.9 Ontogenesis Genes and Ontogenesis Control Genes
Ontogenesis genes are responsible for the growth and development of the phenotypes (physical
entities).The growth and development of the species is a self-reproduction automaton process.
Ontogenesis genes are identical but they behave differently depending on deferent sittings for the
same trait to produce different features from same genetic data. Ontogenesis genes are growing
by copying themselves, the growing process begins by what is called ( Embryo_Seed), which is
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the basic genetic material. The organ structure and behavior differentiation comes from different
appears of the same genetic data. Ontogenesis process can be divided into four main processes:
-

Transition rules (from genotype to phenotype).

-

The geometry of the organ (its size and shape).

-

The instructions or functions for that organ.

-

The behavior of that organ in a specific environment

Transition rules, determine how a state may succeed another state on phase of translation of
genetic data into more complex structure to create the phenotype. The geometry will correspond
to the structure of the organ, and to which bias may grow. The instruction determines the
behaviors or the functions of a specified organ, and the behavior reflects how a specific organ
can react in specific situations. Also the ontogenesis genes has the ability to add any new
software growth techniques.
Ontogenesis genes={organ definition genes, organ functions genes, organ behavior genes} U {
ontogenesis control genes}
Organ definition genes = {organ non coding information, organ coding information}
Organ non coding information = (C) compulsory| (O) optional
Organ coding information = organ name: Als {gene alleles} endAls
// alleles are the possible settings for the same trait( the eye can be, blue, green…..etc).
OntogenesisGenes
-organdefuntiongenes [1..n]:ODgenes
-organdefintiongenes [1..n]:ODgenes
-organbehaviorgenes [1…n]:OBgenes
+areSelectedState():boolean
+arePriority():Boolean
+areActive():Boolean
+defineOrganLocation()
+defineOrganAge()
+areBehaveNormally()
+areFunctioning()
+……………….

Figure+AreFunctioning()
(3-16): Ontogenesis Genes Class

OntogenesisControlGenes
-ontogenesiscontrolgenes [1…n]: OCgenes
+areRelatedToAspect()
+areExclusive()
+areDominant()

Figure (3-17): Ontogenesis Control Genes Class
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The Ontogenesis genes elements description as shown in figure (3-16) will be as following:
1. Organ definition genes: These genes are:
-

Organ coding information: which have the organ name and organ alleles where alleles
are Possible settings for the same trait (e.g. EYE can be BLUE, GREEN….etc).

-

Organ non -coding information: these information may be Compulsory ( C) or optional
(O)To support the organ coding information.

2. Organ function genes: these genes are all the basic functions for an organ:
-

AreSelectedState(): to determine organ`s function is selected or not.

-

ArePriority():to determine if the selected function has higher priority or not.

-

AreActive(): to determine if a specific function Is active or not.

3. Organ behavior genes: these genes are responsible for addressing the behavior of an organ
under specific situation and inside specific environment, to know how this organ can

behave

and if it can Initiate its normal functions or not.
-

AreBehaveNormally(): shows if an organ behaves in normal way.

-

AreFunctioning(): shows if the organ is functioning or not.

Figure (3-17) shows the ontogenesis control genes, which are genes for controlling the growth
and development of an organ by managing the following relations:
-

AreRelatedToAspect(): to group the organs functions, relations, and behaviors.

-

AreExclusive(): to define the exclusive definitions, functions, and behaviors.

-

AreDominant(): to define the dominant definitions, functions, and behaviors.

3.10 (POE) Control Genes
These genes are the main (POE) control genes that can add additional control over
Specialized controls of (Phylogenesis, Epigenesis ,and Ontogenesis control genes).
(POE) control genes can be represented by UML diagram as <<interface>> that can provide
empty functions which can be implemented by (Phylogenesis, Ontogenesis ,and Epigenesis
control genes) as shown in figure (3-18):
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<<Interface>>
(POE)Control
+areRelatedToEvolution()
+areRelatedToLearning()
+areRelatedToGrowth().

Figure (3-18): (POE) Control Interface
The (POE) control interface has the following empty methods:
-

AreRelatedToEvolution(): to be realized by Phylogenesis control genes

-

AreRelatedToLearning():to be realized by Epigenesis control genes

-

AreRelatedToGrowth():to be realized by Ontogenesis control genes.

3.11 Artificial Genome Elements Behavior
To show the behavior of the model elements, we will use UML statechart diagram.
Statechart diagram captures the behavior of the software system, which can be used to model the
behavior of class, sub system, or entire software system, also captures the transitions of the
system from one state to another.
Our proposed artificial genome behavior state diagram can be shown in figure (3-19) as
following:

Genome developing

Inactive
genome

Activate and Select
architecture

Architecture
selection

Select genotype

Develop phenotype

genotype selection

Phenotype
Destructing

Phenotype growth

Figure (3-19): Artificial Genome State diagram
In figure (3-19), the state chart diagram shows the states in which the elements of our proposed
genome move from one state to another, also we will show every state in more details.
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Inactive Genome. Here in this state the entire genome is inactive where each element of the
genome is in its initial state and the values of elements attributes are default and elements`
objects are not created yet.
This state reflects the situation on which the Genome is in idle state where all genes are (silent)
and no making any transitions which means they do not receive stimuli signal from out side
environment and do not generate any new activity to transit to new state.
Architecture Selection. After receiving stimuli signal to select architecture from the
environment where the genome exists, while the genome being activated which means each
element initiates activation process by assigning values to attributes, and beginning to create
required information used to determine the selected architecture.
Genotype Selection. In this state, after selection of the architecture type, then genotype selection
stimuli begins by activating process (Genotype_Def ()). The genotype selection means preparing
all genes that have the genetic data materials for specific architecture variants with all data and
all operations required for the selected architecture
Phenotype Growth step1. After creating a genotype for a selected architecture, the next process
will be the development and the growth of the phenotype or physical entity from its related
genotype by activating the process (Phenotype_Init()) to activate organic, functional and control
genes, then the phenotype begin to grow up .
Phenotype Growth step2. phylogenesis, epigenesis, and ontogenesis genes begin to interact
together and working in concurrent manner to allow the phenotype to grow up, to lean, to defend
itself, and to interact with the environment. The details of this state (step1 and step2) are shown
as following figure (3-20):
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Phenotype Growth
1.Phylogenesis genes and their control genes:
Population genes

Control
Control
genes

Selection criteria genes
check
Function genes

2.Epigenesis genes and their control:

Control
Control
genes

Learning genes

Immunity genes

3.Ontogenesis genes and their control:

Check

control
Organ def. genes
Control genes
Organ function genes

Organ behavior genes

check

Figure (3-20): Phenotype Growth State Diagram
Figure (3-20) shows the sub states of phenotype growth state, here the phylogenesis, ontogenesis,
and Epigenesis genes run concurrently as shown in state diagram in figure (3-20_ and controlled
by their control genes, so these genes provide all required information that support the phenotype
from its creation through its growth till its death, this information may be the basic functions of
the phenotype, the basic behavior, the basic learning activities, basic defense mechanism, the
maximum age of the phenotype..etc.
In next section we give a small case study to represent how can we apply the proposed Artificial
Genome in software development.
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3.12 Case Study
In fact, here we will present an example of how applying our proposed artificial genome to
model software systems. Here we will present List Genome as a case study. Here we will present
a common case that happens in Operating Systems (OS).
The OS manages all computer resources hardware and software from this point of view the OS
handles all the tasks to be executed by the processor, OS stores these tasks in Lists, however the
OS may require to create more Lists to store the tasks, here we assume that the OS acquires to
create Lists of type queue to be used in storing and managing the tasks to be executed by the
processor.
Here we assume that the OS has many artificial Genomes for every operations of the OS, which
means that OS may have artificial genome for file management, for memory management, etc…

Figure (3-21): OS with different types of Genomes
To apply the artificial genome, we will assume that the OS requires additional queues to be
created to handle the tasks by applying the following steps:
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State: The Genome list is in silent state (Inactive).



Environment influence and objectives: here the OS will send a stimuli signal to the
Genome Lint with OS requirements, these requirements are creating queues with these
specifications:
 Queue1= {data_type={int}, Q_Size={200}, Q_function={Enqueue(),
Dequeue()},Q_structure={Array} }.
 Queue2={data_type={OBJ},Q_Size={600},Q_function={Enqueue(),
Dequeue(),IsFull(),QSearch()},Q_structure={Linked_List} }.



Activation and beginning the operations: here the Genome list will be activated and
begins to handle the OS requests by operating in the following steps:
 Architecture selection.
 Genotype selection.
 Phenotype growth.

Genome List in inactive state can be shown as following:
Genome List (Type A, Size X){
//Architecture
Queue_List_genes [1…n];// silent.
Stack_List_genes [1….n]; // silent;
Array_List_genes [1…n];// silent;
…………….
//Genotype selection
there are no genotypes networks.
//phenotype growth
There are no phenotypes to be created.

Figure (3-22): Genome List in inactive state
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Architecture selection: the queue architecture will be selected and activated while the
rest architecture remain silent to avoid the architecture conflicts, here in this stage the
Genome List is activated and beginning to select the required architectures, and the
Genome List will initiate the Process (Architect_Select()) where this Genome List class
method can select the required architecture by calling another Genome class method
which is (Activate()) to activate the selected architecture (the code used here is java like)
:

Object Architect_Select( object Queue){
object z= Queue;
int i=1;
while (z!= null){
if (z.equals(queue))
activate (Queue_List_genes) ;
else if (z.equals(Stack))
activate (Stack_List_Genes)
……………
…………………
……………………………}

Genome List (Type A, Size X){
//Architecture
Queue_List_genes [1…n];// Activated.
Stack_List_genes [1….n]; // silent;
Array_List_genes [1…n];// silent;
…………….
//Genotype selection
//phenotype growth

Figure (3-23) : Queue type selection and activation


Genotype selection:
In this phase, the specifications of the selected architecture (e.g. Queue) will be selected
and achieved by activation (Genotype_Def()) to define the required specification, here
the specifications of the required architecture are stored in genes, considering the gene as
an array which stored the related genetic data for specific architecture, so every stored
data has an address inside that gene.
Firstly, we assign weight value for each index inside the genes, we assume that all data
weight values are (0), after that the Genome Class method (Iterate()) will move over each
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genes element, if the required specification is found then its weight value will be turned
into (1). Some data element has references to other genes that stored that data.
Secondly, after activation the required specification, the Genome List will activate the
(Genotype_Net()) method to gather all activated specifications and binding them to create
a network of related genotype data as shown in figure (3-24):

Figure (3-24): Genotype selection and genotype network creation
The Genome List here may be shown as following:
Object Genotype_Def(){
type={int, obj};
size={200,600};
functions={enqueue(),
dequeue(),……..};
structure={Array,Linked_List }}
Object Iterate(Queue_List_genes){
List i=new Queue_List_genes;
Iterator it=i.iterator();
while (it.hasnext()=true)
if (it.next()=Genotype_Def())
return it.next(); }}
Object Genotype_Net(){
ArrayList z=new ArrayList();
for(int i=0;i<z.length-1;i++)
z.add(iterate(i));}

Genome List (Type A, Size X){
//Architecture
Queue_List_genes [1…n];// Activated.
//Genotype selection
Q1= {type=int, size=200,…………} ;
Q1={type= OBJ, size=600,……….};
//phenotype growth

Figure (3-25): Genotype Definition
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Phenotype Growth:
In this stage the Genome List begins to create the phenotype (object) from its related
genotype (genetic material) by activating process (Phenotype_Init()), also along with this
function the phylogeny,Ontogeny,Epigeny (POE) genes begins to operate and
communicate together to allow the phenotype (object) to evolve, to grow, to learn and to
defend itself. Figure (3-26) shows these steps:
Genome List (Type A, Size X){
//Architecture

Object Phenotype_Init(){
Queue Q1= new Array;
Queue Q2= new LinkedList;
POE_Init();
}

Queue_List_genes [1…n];// Activated.
//Genotype selection
Q1= {type=int, size=200,…………} ;
Q1={type= OBJ, size=600,……….};
//phenotype growth

POE_Init(){
phylogenesis.activated();
Ontogenesis.activated();
Epigenesis.activated();
}

Q1

Q2

OS

Figure (3-26): phenotype growth and its communication with the environment (OS)
In this small example, we have illustrated how the artificial genome may be applied to solve
software problem complexity by gathering all the software data, functions, behaviors, and
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structure inside one artificial genome which is able to create the required software in an efficient,
and easy way by allowing this software to evolve, grow, and learn by itself.

3.13 An Artificial Genome Design Methodology
The integrated model suggests the following detailed design methodology specification.
It is mainly based on the integration of phylogeny methods (supporting the genome evolution),
ontogeny methods (supporting the genotype definition, phenotype instantiation, organs
development control, and functions control), and epigenesis methods (supporting the behavior
control including learning and immunity). Naturally, some steps of the methodology might be
omitted according to the targeted goal.


Step 1. Initial artificial genome design. By designing the genes of all Organs versions,
Functions version, and Control. All genes are silent (not active) except those
controlling genotype generation and genome evolution.



Step 2. Evolved genome design. A genome might evolve by activating the genes
supporting the process (Genome_Evol()) leading to another genome holding
needed characteristics. This step may be repeated as well as new genomes are
required (this is the case of artificial evolution).



Step 3. Genotype design. It might be obtained by activating the genes supporting the
process (Genotype_Def()) leading to locate, in a given genome, the versions of
characteristics defining the genotype profile.



Step 4. Phenotype growth. It might be obtained by activating the genes supporting the
process (Phenotype_Init()) leading to activating organic genes, functional genes,
and control genes; allowing the phenotype growth as well its learning and
immunity.
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CHAPTER FOUR
EVALUATIONS, DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND PERESPECTIVES
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In this chapter we will present the evaluation of the proposed artificial genome, conclusions, and
future works.

4.1 Evaluations
The evaluation of this works covers its main contribution, its academic and industrial
applications, its implementation issues, and its comparison with similar works.
Contribution
This work has three mains contributions:


A UML artificial Genome model. We have used UML notations to identify the static
view of the proposed artificial genome by modeling the genome using class diagram,
where the elements of the artificial genome are represented as classes and

relations

among these classes (e.g. composition, dependency,..etc). Also in dynamic view of the
artificial genome we used the state chart diagram to illustrate how the genome evolve and
moves from one state to next one, the dynamic view of the genome reflects the behavior
of the genome.


An integration of the POE components in a single uniform artificial Genome model. This
integration of the (POE) model into our proposed artificial genome makes our model
closer to the nature, so integration evolution along with growth ,learning and immunity
into the genome model give the capability for our proposed artificial genome to model
more dynamic, self-organized, self-healed, and self-adapted software systems, all these
efforts have one major scope which is producing what may be called ― living software
systems‖.

 An artificial Genome

Design methodology. We may consider our proposed artificial

genome model as a new modeling methodology which covers some pitfalls of existing
modeling methodologies as Object-Oriented Methodology, and Bio-Inspired Methodology.
But our new methodology is still in infancy stage. So there are a big amount of work
enhancing

our

new Artificial Genome Modeling, like formalization, adding more

biologically characteristics, and developing new modeling language .
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Application Area
The Bio-inspired Genome design methodology may be used in all applications dealing with
multi form objects of a same class. One example of this may be the Operating System which
manages different forms of a same kind of devices (drivers, printers, etc), uses memory
management policies which may be based on several forms of blocks: Linear Linked, Circularly
Linear Linked, Double Linked, etc. In general, this methodology may be used in all
configurations management systems software as well as hardware.
Implementation Issues
The closest implementing support is the Object-Oriented Model (OOM). But it is weakly bioinspired. So, we have enhanced it by improving the class, variant, and instance concepts. This
constitutes a minimal experimental environment for our model. A new classification imposed
itself for modeling genomes. This is due to the existence of characteristics in several versions in
the same genome (modeling the alleles): in organs, methods, and in behaviors.
One of the direct and practical consequences was the elimination of the omnipresent class
versioning problem.

Effectively, all the classes defining each one of specific variation (in

conventional classification) are reduced to a single class (defining species of those variations).
We have defined a meta gene supporting (Genotype_Def) process. An activation of this meta
gene allows the creation of another gene defining a genotype for the associated genome. A
phenotype is a genome instance and always attached to one of its genotypes. A phenotype is
considered as a process for which the growth is an inherent characteristic. It provides functions
with respect to some constraints and policies.
The implementation environment of this methodology requires only some extensions to any
object -oriented programming language.


Characteristics alternatives definition allowing the definition of same concepts
(structure, function, behavior, …) in several ways.



Characteristics
deactivation, etc.

attributes

allowing

its

manipulation:

selection,

activation,
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4.2 Discussions
Modeling the software systems that tend to behave as biological entities is very old, many
modeling methodologies were investigated in this domain by applying many biological
behaviors, structures, and functions to develop software systems that have most or at least one of
natural and biological characteristics. For decades, software scientist

have been triying

to

capture many characteristics of biological entities as Ants, Bees, Genetics, Neural Networks,
Sea Wave, etc.., these efforts produced many modeling techniques along with many
methodologies.
Here in our work, we suppose a general frame work with new methodology that can unify all
models of building bio-inspired system into one general model, by integrating the POE axes into
one general model where the artificial genome plays the role of kernel or core of this integrated
model, we illustrate this

model graphically by using UML class diagram and by using state

diagram to show the dynamic behavior of the proposed model and we applied this model into a
case study to show how it works.
The proposed model presented as a set of classes that interact together and each class has its
attributes (genes) and its operations that operate over these attributes. Here, we have suggested
each class attributes and operations where more of them may be added if needed.
In conclusion, we proposed a general model for building bio-inspired software systems and
presented this model by UML class, the semantic meaning of each element of the proposed
model is out of scope of this thesis, our work here is modeling, the semantic and proving the
model can be a future work in term of enhancement of the proposed artificial genome model.

4.3 Conclusions
By this research, we build a new modeling methodology based on inspiration from biology.
Artificial Genome model is an enhancement of actual modeling techniques used nowadays, as
Object-Oriented Methodology (OOM), Aspect-Oriented Methodology (AOM),and Bio-Inspired
Methodologies (BIM`s). So we think that our new artificial genome model has more natural
characteristics than other methodologies, which may give our model the ability to model the
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software systems that evolve in continuous manner. The aim of our research is suggesting the
new model which is based on inspiration from nature to reflecting the evolution, changing over
time , and the behavior of software systems along with its methodology, that may be considered
or at least we hope , as a new trend in software modeling.
The bio- inspired modeling methodology can be summarized as following:
1. A model for nature definition of software system (define type, structure, size and age).
2.

A model for defining software functions and behavior.

3. A model for software evolution and controlling this evolution.

4.4 Future Works
This work may be extended to:
1. Adding more biologically characteristics to our proposed model.
2. Formalizing the model to be more sophisticated and correct.
3. Simulate the genome model to capture and include more details about this model.
4. Applying this model to many different problems types as, real time systems, security, etc.
5. Using the Aspect Oriented technique to model our proposed artificial genome model.
6. Defining the semantic meaning of the proposed model.
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يهخص
يٍ انًعشٔف اَّ في االَظًت انبشيجيت انحاسٕبيت حى بُاء بعط ْزِ االَظًت يٍ خالل حطبيك االفكاس انًسخٕحاِ يٍ انطبيعّ
) ( biologically inspirationحيج حى اسخخذاو بعط انعُاصش انطبيعيت كًصذس نالنٓاو يٍ خالل انخشكيب أ يٍ خالل
يحاكاة انحشكت أ يٍ خالل عكس سهٕكياث ْزِ انعُاصش عهى االَظًت انبشيجيت اانحاسٕبيت.
دائًا كاَج انجيُاث يٍ أل انعُاصشانطبيعيت انًهًٓت نالسخٕحاء حيث حى اسخخذاو انعذيذ يٍ انًُٓجياث )(methodologies
نعًم انًحاكاة انفعهيت نٓزِ انجيُاث يٍ انشكم انطبيعي انى انشكم االصطُاعي ٔنكٍ ْزِ انًحاكاة كاَج يحذٔدة ٔرنك بسبب
عذو ٔجٕد اطاس عاو ٔيُٓجيت ٔاظحت نٓكزا يحاكاة .في ْزِ انشسانت سٕف َمٕو بذيج االطاساث انعايت نالَظًت انبشيجيت
انحاسٕبيت ْٔزِ االطاساث ْي انخهك ٔانخطٕس ٔانخعهى سيخى ديجٓا في اطاس ٔاحذ حيث سيكٌٕ نب أ يشكز ْزا االطاس ْٕ
انجيُٕو انصُاعي ) (Artificial Genomeحيث سخى عشض ْزا انًُٕرج انًمخشح باسخخذاو نغت انًُزجت انعايت
)ٔ (UMLسُمذو دساست حانت نششح ٔحطبيك نهًُٕرج انًمخشح داخم اَظًت انخشغيم انحاسٕبيت.
في انُخائج سُمخشح اطاس عاو ٔيُٓجيت عايت نبُاء االَظًت انبشيجيت انحاسٕبيت انًسخٕحاة يٍ انطبيعت كزنك في انُخائج سُُالش
انًُٕرج انًمخشح َٔميًّ َٔعشض انجاَب انخطبيمي نّ كًا سُخطشق انى عشض انًهخص نٓزا انًُٕرج يع عشض االعًال
انًشابّ ٔكزنك انخطٕيشاث انًسخمبهيت.
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